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CCSS.W.4  Produce clear and coherent writing in 
which the development, organization, 
and style are appropriate to task, 
purpose, and audience. 
 LESSON: Find the voice 
 LESSON: Celebrate purple words

CCSS.W.5   Develop and strengthen writing as 
needed by planning, revising, editing, 
rewriting, or trying a new approach. 
 LESSON: Pre-write with ABC chart 
 LESSON: Pre-write with “grocery” lists 
 LESSON: Read up, write down

CCSS.L.1   Demonstrate command of the 
conventions of standard English 
grammar and usage when writing or 
speaking. 
 LESSON: Check Slinky sentences

CCSS.L.5   Demonstrate an understanding of 
word relationships and nuances in 
word meanings. 
 LESSON: Use shades of words

STANDARDS
Starter Lessons
ALIGNMENT

The 6 Traits of Writing are rooted in more than  
50 years of research which shows that all “good” writing 
has six key ingredients—ideas, organization, voice, 
word choice, sentence fluency, and conventions. 
These key components make up the 6-Traits writing 
model, which is simply a framework for teaching and 
assessing all types of writing at every stage of writing 
development.

Are the Traits of Writing part of a 
“program”?
The traits of writing are nothing more than six criteria. 
These six terms provide a common language between 
teachers and students and guide the instruction and 
assessment of writing. While there are many valuable 
tools available to support the traits model, this is not a 
“canned” program and does not require the purchase of 
additional resources.

Do the traits align with the standards?
The College & Career-Ready Standards have the traits 
embedded within them. Regardless of the textbook 
or curriculum used, the traits of writing are inherently 
present. Teaching writing with the 6 Traits as a 
framework does not mean abandoning the things that 
are already working in the classroom.

What makes the Smekens approach to the 
6 Traits unique?
Teachers who participate in Smekens Education’s 6-Traits 
professional learning receive the tools and motivation 
they need to begin implementing the traits in their own 
classrooms right away. Whether from a live seminar, 
online workshop, or on-demand video subscription, 
educators soon realize that Smekens trainings are 
focused on strategies, not theory. Yes, the strategies are 
rooted in theory, but Smekens focuses on equipping 
teachers with practical, classroom-tested ideas for 
teaching and assessing the traits at any grade level.

Six-Traits
Starter Lessons

About the Six-Traits Mini-Lesson Bundle

Whether you’re just starting with the Six Traits, or you have been using the traits for 
years, you’re going to love the lessons that follow. Along with lesson ideas, you’ll 

notice that this download also includes reproducible handouts and suggestions for 
engaging students with visual triggers.
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Ideas Word Choice

Sentence Fluency

Conventions

Six-Traits Starter Lessons by Kristina Smekens

This trait is evident when writing focuses on a topic 
that is narrow and well-developed with specific 
information and details. Strong writing has a clear 
purpose and a message for the reader.

Visual Icon:
The light bulb is used for ideas. Some teachers have introduced this trait with 
a light bulb on a dimmer switch. If your writing has few details, the light is 
low; many details and the light is bright!

The trait of organization includes a strong beginning, mid-
dle, and end. From there, the ideas flow in a logical order or 
sequence and are held together with smooth transitions.

Visual Icon:
The concrete image of a three-car train reminds students to have a begin-
ning (engine), middle (middle cars), and end (caboose). Notice also that the 
train cars are in order (logical order), and they are connected (transitions).

This trait incorporates two essential ingredients— 1) The writer’s 
attitude about the topic, and 2) A strong sense of audience. A reader 
should be able to “hear” a writer’s voice or attitude about the topic— 
frustrated, hopeful, confident, etc.

Visual Icon:
The use of different facial expressions and emotions can help students 
determine their voices and attitudes about writing topics.

Voice

The trait of word choice boils down to utilizing the right word 
in the right spot. Precise nouns, descriptive adjectives, and 
powerful verbs are key.

Visual Icon:
The outer rings of the target represent general and vague word choice 
(e.g., go, run). Writers hit a bullseye when their language is less predictable 
and more precise (e.g., dash, sprint). 

This is an auditory trait. You don’t read fluency; you hear it. When sentence 
variety and figurative language are used effectively, the reader can hear 
the elements of a piece come together in a meaningful way.

Visual Icon:
Just as meaningful telephone conversations are based on listening, the 
same is true for strong writing. The writer needs to get into the habit of 
listening to his own work to determine if it “sounds good.”

All writers utilize tools like capitalization, spelling, punctuation, 
grammar, paragraph indents, word spacing, etc. These tools and 
rules are designed to help the reader move through the writing 
more easily.

Visual Icon:
There are specific tools within the conventions toolbox that are used to 
make the writing more correct (e.g., spell check, language books, word 
walls, etc.).

Organization
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Brainstorming or pre–
writing before students 
begin a first draft is 
common practice when 
facilitated by the teacher. 
However, for many 
students, the process of 
completing a graphic or-
ganizer can be awkward 
and confusing when left 
to do it independently. 
Thus, for some, they skip 
the pre–writing step 
altogether. For others, 
they fill out the “form” in 
complete sentences as if 
it were a worksheet.

With this lesson, students 
are not required to fill 
out a form. Instead, they 
are  going to randomly 
list every detail they 
know about the topic.

Utilize the ABC Chart (available at  
www.TheLiteracyStore.com) as your 
visual tool for this pre-writing lesson.

Planning Notes

Trigger Idea

Pre-write with  ABC chart

Lesson Rationale

Mini-Lesson:
Identify a current content–area topic (e.g., plants), or a current literature theme (e.g., injustice), 
or a timely seasonal topic (e.g., Christmas). Describe to the students that if you would ask them 
to write about that topic right now, you might get information as skimpy as this: Plants have 
leaves, roots, stems, and stuff. They need food and water to grow. There are lots of different kinds of 
plants. That’s all I know. I hope you liked it. The End.

After the predictable giggles from students, remind them you have studied this topic for mul-
tiple days, and consequently, information and details in their writing should be abundant. To 
help them crank out details before they write, introduce them to the ABC poster— available at  
www.TheLiteracyStore.com. Write the topic on a sticky note within the center of the chart. Then 
ask students to begin recalling what they have learned about the topic. For each detail or fact they 
mention, write it on a sticky note and adhere it to the chart based on the first letter of the word/
phrase. 

Continue to prompt students with facets of the subject matter they haven’t tapped yet (e.g., What 
is a plant’s growing cycle?). Use this also as an opportunity to review key vocabulary (e.g., minerals, 
nutrients, photosynthesis, etc.). Encourage students to list as many relevant and specific details as 
possible—but that may not include one per letter. They might have six details for the letter “S” and 
none for “Q.”  That’s okay. 

PRIMARY TEACHER NOTE: Use this activity to also work on phonics & spelling. R-r-r-r-roots. What’s 
the first letter you hear, class? Students are working to hear sounds and stretch word spellings.

Independent Student Writing Time:
OPTION #1: If you utilized sticky notes for each detail on the ABC Chart, students can pull them off 
and group them into categories based on commonalities. This will help with the trait of organization 
when they then begin writing their individual first drafts. (See the next page for photo example.)

OPTION #2: Put students in small groups and provide each group an ABC Chart and a new topic. 
Have them list as many details as they can. This gives them a chance to practice the skill of pre-
writing and utilizing the ABC Chart independent of your help.

Group Share:
Discuss the process of pre–writing in this ABC format. Discuss how their drafts are/will be 
more thorough with the use of this poster.

IDEAS

http://www.theliteracystore.com/SPD/abc-chart-classroom-poster--7508422859899699457.jsp
http://www.theliteracystore.com/SPD/abc-chart-classroom-poster--7508422859899699457.jsp
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Trait of Ideas Pre-write with ABC chart

ABC Chart
As students’ skills advance, move to the individual pre-write 
process using the 8.5 x 11” ABC chart on the next page.

 Sticky-Note Brainstorming
On this ABC poster the teacher has utilized sticky notes 
to document the brainstorming process on the topic of 
plants. Notice that all letters do not have a detail and 
some letters have more than one.

A B C D E F

G H I J

K L M N

O P Q R S T

U V W X Y Z

 Sticky-Note Shuffle
After the ABC chart has been used to cultivate a variety of ideas, the sticky notes can then be pulled off and 
organized into a web or sequence or compare-contrast text structure. These will then lead to organized 
sentences (primary) and paragraphs (upper grades).
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A B C D E F

G H I J

K L M N

O P Q R S T

U V W X Y Z
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Most writers work better 
from a pre-write list rather 
than a graphic organizer 
(e.g., web, Venn diagram, 
beginning/middle/
end, etc.). With that said, 
students need practice 
creating and organizing 

Consider using shopping list paper 
for this lesson. The vertical format 
encourages itemized details  
instead of complete sentences. 

Pre-write with “grocery” lists
Mini-Lesson:
Describe the contents of a grocery list and how such lists are written. Some of your points might 
include:
 • Grocery lists are written for the shopper; no one else reads them.
 • Lists contain single words (e.g., ketchup) versus complete sentences. 
 (e.g., I need to buy Heinz Ketchup.)
 • Abbreviations are used when appropriate; spelling is not essential (TP= toilet paper).
 
Draw a comparison between a grocery shopping list and a pre-writing “list.” 
 • A pre-write is created by and read by the writer only.
 • Ideas are written in words and phrases — not complete sentences.
 • Abbreviations are used when appropriate.

Pass out a sheet of shopping list paper for each student. Together list all the facts, details, and infor-
mation about a topic of study. (See “Fall” example on the next page.) Make sure all the students are 
creating identical lists and using only words and phrases; no sentences. 

Now that the listing is done, move on to the next step. Teach them how to organize their lists by 
again drawing on the grocery store analogy. Have you ever been to the store with a parent who was 
shopping from a list, and you found yourself backtracking among the aisles? That’s because the shop-
per didn’t organize her list. Who can tell me the organization of a grocery store (e.g., produce, meat, 
frozen, dairy, etc.)? Now is the time to organize your pre–writing list. (See numbering strategy on 
the next page.) Without this second step, your writing will jump around from detail to detail, frustrat-
ing the reader.

Independent Student Writing Time:
Consider spending time creating grocery-list pre–writes for several different topics. Provide stu-
dents with multiple sheets of shopping list paper and have them work to 1) create grocery lists of 
details and 2) organize those details into groups. NOTE: Students are not writing any first drafts. 
The goal is to give them experience in creating strong pre-writes.

Group Share:
Remind students that as helpful as a grocery list is for a shopper, it doesn’t do any good 
if she forgets the list at home. The analogy here is that when the students transition from 
pre-writing to the first draft, they should follow their grocery lists of details while writing.

ORGANIZATION

Planning Notes

Trigger Idea

Lesson Rationale
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Trait of Organization

 Step 1: Listing the Details
Encourage students to quickly jot a list of 
details and key ideas for a particular topic or 
prompt (e.g., fall). Notice the details are written 
in words and phrases. The only goal at this 
point is to create a thorough list. Organization 
of those ideas is secondary. 

 Step 2: Organizing the Details
To organize the details of a grocery-list pre-
write, reread the specifics and assign numbers 
based on commonalities. For example:

1... details about leaves
2... details about weather
3... details about fall sports/activities
4... details about fall holidays
This strategy helps the writer determine 
what ideas go together and how to cluster 
paragraphs before writing the first draft. 

NOTE: Another option to clustering details 
with numbers is to use highlighting color.
• All details about leaves highlighted in blue.
• All details about weather highlighted in 

pink.
• All details about details about fall sports/

activities yellow.
• All details about details about fall holidays 

orange.

Pre-write “grocery” lists

Season/Fall 
leaves

colorful
crunching

windy
crisp
cool

hay rides
smell of burning 

leaves
football

pumpkins
Halloween

jack-o-lanterns
jumping in piles

first frost

Season/Fall

leaves

colorful

crunching

windy

crisp

cool

hayrides

smell of burning leaves

football

pumpkins

Halloween

jack-o-lanterns

jumping in piles

first frost

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

1

3

4

4

4

1

2
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Continue to help 
students recognize 
writing with voice versus 
voiceless writing. 

Do this by studying not 
only passages with voice 
but the specific words 
and phrases that create 
the tone or attitude.

Continue utilizing the concept of 
moods and attitudes through facial 
expressions. Upper grades may also 
call these “tones.”

Find the voice
Mini-Lesson:
Reveal several voice-filled writing samples or excerpts from picture books and literature. Read 
them and work as a class to first hear the voice(s) and name the attitudes. (Review “Hear the 
voice” mini-lesson.) Then, take it one step further:

• Ask the students to identify which words or phrases elicited the voice. 
Which parts made them think or wonder? 
Which phrases had them thinking of a personal experience? 
Where did they laugh or giggle? 
Have the students underline or highlight those words or mark them with a sticky note. 
(See “I’d Rather” sample on the next page.)

• Point out how the voice might change within the same passage.
• Discuss why that particular word choice produced attitude and feeling. 

Continue this process with several samples. The lesson objective is to engage students in 
hearing voice and identifying the words and phrases that create the voice. NOTE: For added 
difficulty, brainstorm what alternative word choice would be more voice-less in those same 
passages. This challenges them to take out or “silence” the voice. 

Independent Student Writing Time:
OPTION #1: Provide students a list of voice-less sentences and see if they can revise them to be 
more voice-filled. (See examples on the next page.)

OPTION #2: Working from a previous writing or from a new draft, have students first identify 
what voice or attitude they want to convey. Then, they should begin writing/revising the piece 
to achieve that voice. When they have completed this activity, students should read their 
writing aloud to a partner. Partners should discuss the following:

What voice did the listener hear?
What voice was the writer attempting?
What were the strongest, voice-filled words and phrases?
Where was voice weakest?

Armed with new inspiration, have the students dive into revision.

Group Share:
Have students share some of their voice-filled sentences. Discuss how to make a voice-
less sentence or passage more voice-filled. 

VOICE

Planning Notes

Trigger Idea

Lesson Rationale
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 Where’s the voice?
Reveal passages to students that include strong 
voice (e.g., “I’d Rather... Than Have Music”). With the 
sample provided, work to name the overall voice or 
writer’s attitude about the topic of music class (e.g., 
sarcastic, complaining, or annoyed).

Then, challenge students to find the specific 
words and phrases that contained the sarcastic/
complaining/annoyed voice. (See blue highlights 
to the left.) If they can “find” voice, they are closer 
to being able to write with voice. 

 Voice-Less  
to Voice-Filled
Demonstrate how  a simple 
sentence or idea can be 
transformed into a  voice-rich 
passage. Discuss the originals 
versus the revisions. Identify the 
words that have strong voice. 

 Try It
Give students opportunities to play 
with this skill by working in pairs to 
take these original sentences and 
revise them for stronger voice. 

Fifth Grader (Ft. Wayne, IN)

Find the voice

ORIGINAL SENTENCE: 
I hated sitting through the piano recital. 
It took forever!

VOICE REVISION: 
The kid after me played an easy song on 
the piano. “Easy,” I said under my breath. 
I had a thousand more people to listen 
to. I sighed. I wish I didn’t have to wait 
much longer, I thought.
(The revision above was taken from a second 
grader’s journal about a piano recital from the 
previous weekend.)

ORIGINAL SENTENCE: 
Good Luck, Shadow. Keep flying little 
butterfly!

VOICE REVISION: 
When I figured out I had to let you go 
Shadow, I was heartbroken. I hope you’re 
safe. Be careful. Be hopeful. Keep going!

(The revision above was taken from a second 
grader’s letter to her caterpillar-turned-butterfly 
on the day she released it.)

HOPEFUL / WISHFUL

ORIGINAL SENTENCE: 
I could sneak up on you and you’d never 
know. I’m an expert at scaring people.

VOICE REVISION: 
You couldn’t hear me if I was wearing 
nylon pants on a creaky stairway. I could 
sneak up on you in a fully lighted room 
without objects to hide behind. I am a 
master of the stealth technique.

(These were the opening lines to a sixth grader’s 
prompt on “Describe something you are good at.”)

EXPERT / SELF-CONFIDENCE

ORIGINAL SENTENCE: 
It was my turn to give a book report. I 
was so nervous walking to the front of  
the class. My hands were sweating.

NERVOUS

ORIGINAL SENTENCE: 
For the millionth time I told my brother 
to leave me alone.

ORIGINAL SENTENCE: 
I love the baseball bat my grandpa gave 
me. It’s my favorite present ever.

I’d Rather (ANYTHING HERE) Than Have Music Class

 Have you ever had something you would rather do than 
something you don’t like? Well I do.
 I would rather mow all of Asia than have music class. I would 
even mow every teeny, tiny little bit of grass on the continent.
 I would go without eating my favorite food, which is chicken 
and noodles. I’d suffer rather than have music.
 I would rather get punched in the stomach by a football 
player that is really really strong than have music.
 There are a lot of other things I would rather do than have 
music. I really don’t like music because we have to play recorders.

Trait of Voice

BORED / ANNOYED

FRUSTRATEDCHERISH / ADORE
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Somewhere along the line, 
many students incorrectly 
learned that the thesaurus 
contains words that all 
mean the same thing. And 
that’s when they become 
“thesaurus pickers.”  When 
revising for better word 
choice, they take out a word 
and put in a word... take out 
a word and put in a word. 

This lesson begins to show 
writers that although a 
group of synonyms may 
have some commonalities, 
each word has its own 
specific meaning. Strong 
writers are choosy when it 
comes to selecting just the 
right word to send just the 
right message.

A box of 64 crayons with multiple 
shades of the same color works well 
to demonstrate how synonyms are 
“shades” of a general word.

Use shades of words

Lesson Rationale

WORD CHOICE

Planning Notes

Trigger Idea

Mini-Lesson:
Presort a large box of crayons— blues, greens, reds, etc. Put the students into groups, giving 
each group one of the crayon groupings. Discuss how all the colors are in general “blue,” but 
that each crayon has a specific shade and word along the side that describes it exactly (e.g., 
sky blue, periwinkle, indigo, etc.).

Compare the idea of shades of color to shades of words— or synonyms. For example, blue is 
a general word and so is big.  Work together to make a list of synonyms for big. Enforce with 
your students that they are not creating an opposites list; it is not a list of words ranging from 
big to small. Rather this list will range from least-big to most-big. These are all shades of big 
(e.g., large, huge, giant, gigantic, enormous, etc.).

PRIMARY TEACHER NOTE: Consider spending some time creating a kid-friendly thesaurus 
of color words first. Using the “Better words for ...” handouts on the following pages, have 
the students color in the boxes, one per crayon shade, and write the color name on each 
line. Students can contribute a page to a class thesaurus, or students can maintain their own 
within their writing folders for personal reference. 

Independent Student Writing Time:
Assign an overused word per student team/pair. Have them brainstorm as many “shades” of 
that word as they can think of on their own. (See “mean” and “hot” examples on the next page.) 
Once the team has exhausted their thinking, then have the students swap lists with another 
team. See if they can add more “shades.”  You might then suggest students utilize a thesaurus for 
additional words. 

Group Share:
Each team might share their favorite words from their list. What are the team’s strongest 
words? You might end this sharing time by declaring all the “general” words at the top of 
each list (e.g., blue, big, mean, hot, etc.) as “dead words.”  The students can no longer use 
them in their writing. To avoid using the general words, students can reference the pages 
of their own kid-friendly thesauruses.
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Trait of Word Choice

pesky

ornery

naughty

spiteful

evil

cotton candy

carnation

magenta

mulberry

pink

Use shades of words

Better words for meanBetter words for

vicious

vindictive

 Shades  
of Color

Using the color 
names written 
on the crayons 

themselves, have 
students identify 
synonyms for the 
general colors— 
red, blue, orange, 

green, yellow, purple, 
pink, black, brown, 

etc. This activity can 
serve simply as a 

demonstration for 
synonyms in upper 
grades, or it can be 
the initial pages for 

a class color-book 
thesaurus in the 
primary grades.

 Shades  
of Words
Use the crayon 
shades to explain 
the idea of shades 
of word meanings. 
Then begin creating 
and maintaining 
lists of synonyms for 
some of the most 
overused words in 
the students’ writing.tepid

luke

warm

simmering

hotBetter words for

boiling

sizzling

broiling
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Once students write a 
single sentence, they tend 
to repeat that sentence 
pattern over and over.  
I like my mom.  
I like ice cream. 
I like dogs. 
I like summer.
I went home.  
I got a snack.  
I watched TV.

Not only do sentences 
sometimes start the same, 
but they also tend to 
be redundant in length.  
Whether it’s short and 
choppy or long and gangly, 
fluency isn’t achieved if the 
sentence lengths are not 
varied.

To illustrate varied sentence lengths, 
look for toys or objects that stretch, 
like a Slinky.

Check Slinky sentences

Lesson Rationale

Mini-Lesson:
Reveal strong sentence-length variety within a variety of writing samples. Have students 
stretch a Slinky after every sentence to represent whether it was a long (9 or more words), 
short (1-3 words), or a medium-length sentence (4-8 words). Do this for several writing 
samples. 

Then utilize a weak writing sample (e.g., original “Winter Tunnels” on the next page). Without 
telling students this sample is weak, have them again attempt to adjust the Slinky after every 
sentence. Inevitably, someone announces, This one’s boring. All the sentences are practically the 
same length. Mission accomplished! That’s the point to make with this weak sample. It’s no fun 
to hold a Slinky you can’t move, and it’s no fun to read a piece that has sentences all the same 
length. It’s boring!

NOTE: If you don’t have access to multiple Slinkies, consider having the students simply 
adjust their arm-span to represent the length of each sentence. 

With a couple additional weak examples on the overhead, have students first identify them 
as “not passing the Slinky Test.”  Then, have them work to orally rewrite the sentences to 
lengthen or shorten them. (See the next page for strategies to lengthen/shorten sentences.) 
Reveal the revised “Winter Tunnels,” also on the next page.

Independent Student Writing Time:
Have students apply the “Slinky Test” to their own writing. Have them reread and demonstrate 
the length of each sentence with a Slinky (or using their arm-span). Encourage them to add or 
delete words to make some sentences long and some short. 

After they have initially revised their own writing for the Slinky Test, have students pair up, 
swap writings, and apply the Slinky Test. Then they can suggest additional places to add/
delete words to improve the variety of sentence lengths, if necessary.

Group Share:
Review the power of the “Slinky Test” and how it improves sentence fluency. Ask 
students to share some of their original and revised sentences. Discuss their strategies 
for adding or removing words. 

SENTENCE  
FLUENCY

Planning Notes

Trigger Idea
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Trait of Sentence Fluency Check Slinky sentences

Winter Tunnels
My brother and I made snow tunnels. My brother’s 

tunnel got broken. He thought I broke it. That’s 
when it started. He ambushed me with snowballs. 
They flew through the air like jets. I slid in my tunnel. 
I got hit and got angry. I crawl out and throw ice at 
him. He catches the ice and throws it back. Snow 
was dripping down my shirt. Eventually I lose and go 
back inside.

Both versions by a second Grader at Salamonie School [Warren, IN]

Winter Tunnels
My brother and I were making tunnels in a snow 

mound. My brother’s tunnel broke. He stared at 
me, thinking I broke it. That’s when it started. He 
ambushed me with snowballs. They flew through the 
air like jets. AAHHH! I ran, dove, and slid into my 
tunnel to stay away from him. I got hit. I got angry. 
I crawl out of the tunnel and start throwing giant 
pieces of ice back at him. He fired back. Snow and 
ice chips were dripping down my shirt. Eventually I 
lose and go back inside.

MAKING SENTENCES LONGER:
1. Add a descriptive detail (e.g., color, name, kind, etc.).
original— The cat was playful.
revised— The charcoal gray cat was cute and playful.

2. Add a description about one of the five senses.
original— His bedroom was messy.
revised— His messy bedroom stunk like the boys’ locker room.

3. Add a phrase about how the character said something.
original— “Get out!” she screamed. 
revision— “Get out!” she screamed, with her hands on her hips.

4. Add a phrase that explains something or gives examples. 
original— Plants need nutrients.
revision— Plants need nutrients to grow, like water and fertilizer. 

MAKING SENTENCES SHORTER:
1. Take out any “and” or “and then” phrases and separate the sentences into two.
original— I put on my snow suit and my boots, and then I went outside and 
played in the snow.
revision— I put on my snow suit and my boots. I went outside and played in 
the snow. 

2. If you have multiple adjectives in a row, substitute them for a single 
stronger one. 
original— His hair was bright red-ish orange with flecks of gold. 
revision— His hair was sunset orange.

3. Omit details that say the same thing more than once. 
original— I would walk through the cold river and feel the freezing water on 
my ice cold feet.
revision—I would walk through the freezing river with ice cold feet.

Passing the 
Slinky Test 

Strategies  
to lengthen  

or shorten  
sentences

Original
All the sentences within this original are “medium-length” with 4-8 words each.

Revised
This revision reads with stronger sentence fluency. Sentence lengths vary from 
one word up to 16.
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The kids in your class have 
heard you and previous 
teachers use the term 
“reread.”  To many, it means 
nothing more than silently 
looking at every word 
from top to bottom. Since 
“reread” has such a generic 
meaning, students tend 
to look at it as a busywork 
step in the writing process 
rather than an essential 
component. 

The physical shift from writer to 
reader will target your bodily-
kinesthetic learners. 

Read up, write down

Lesson Rationale

Mini-Lesson:
Explain to students that in order for writers to catch their own errors, they need to slow down the 
self-editing process. This can be done with three key procedures:

1. READ UP, WRITE DOWN. When writing, the paper lays down on the desk. However, when 
editing, students should turn into a reader by lifting the paper up off the writing surface.  
2. WHISPER READING. No one reads as fast out loud as he does silently. Therefore, writers should reread 
their pieces aloud but with a whisper voice. Demonstrate how the lips are physically moving during a 
whisper-reading. Caution students not to slide back into a silent reading after a few sentences. 
3. TRACK WITH FINGER. As they are whisper-reading, point out that sometimes students think 
they wrote a word that never made it onto the paper. By tracking each word with their index 
fingers as they read aloud, writers are more likely to spot those missing words. 

Have students pull out an old draft and practice reading up & writing down. Monitor that their 
lips are actually moving. Encourage them to track carefully and not just go through the motions. 
Remind them that when they find an error, to turn back into a writer, lay the piece down on the 
desk, and make the change. Then, turn back into a reader (lift, whisper, track) and resume rereading. 

Independent Student Writing Time:
Have students continue to practice the role of the rereader as they edit previous writings. You 
may also suggest they target five specific skills in five separate rereadings. By assigning different 
colored editing pencils to each skill, you can increase student motivation to reread multiple 
times. (See teaching chart on the next page.) 
1. Read for capital letters (beginning sentence, proper nouns, etc.).
2. Read for punctuation marks (end marks, middle-of-the-sentence marks, apostrophes, etc.).
3. Read for spelling (Word-Wall words, big words spelled wrong, misspelled homophones, etc.).
4. Read for paragraph indents (upper grades) or word spacing (primary grades). 
5. Identify a current convention skill you’ve been studying and want them to apply. (If you put 
these timely skills on a large sticky note, then you can change it frequently.)

PRIMARY TEACHER NOTE: Add these additional components in subsequent lessons over time.

Group Share:
Have students report how editing went. Discuss how it felt to read up & write down.  
Have students report how many mistakes they found and corrected! 

CONVENTIONS

Planning Notes

Trigger Idea
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Trait of Conventions

  The  
Editing  
Hand
As you introduce 
the 3 steps to 
rereading (lift, 
whisper, track), 
consider revealing 
them within 
the palm of an 
oversized hand 
drawn on a flip-
chart. 

When you’re 
ready to target 
their rereading 
to include key 
convention skills, 
utilize the fingers 
to identify which 
ones. Consider 
writing each skill 
in a different 
color to represent 
the editing pens 
they are to use 
when rereading. 
Encourage them to 
switch pen colors 
as they edit for 
each particular 
skill. 

  Hands-Free Whisper Phones
Some elementary teachers break out the whisper 
phones for students to reread into. This is a great 
opportunity for that tool. However, students are 
one hand short if they are going to hold phones, 
track with their fingers, and hold their papers all 
at the same time. Hands-free whisper phones are 
now available for just this purpose!

Read up, write down

 Read Up, Write Down
Turn students into “readers” when they are editing 
their writing. The three steps for rereading include: 
lift the paper; whisper aloud; track the words.
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Online Workshops

Whether you need to learn a lot about the Six 
Traits in a hurry or want a “refresher” to get you 
back on track, this introductory training led by 
Kristina Smekens provides teachers with the 
confidence and resources they need to begin 
implementing the Six-Traits model. 

This dynamic online workshop helps K-12 
teachers take the Six Traits from six words floating 
around the classroom to full-blown immersion 
and implementation all year long. Kristina 
Smekens offers classroom-tested methods to 
organize, manage, and implement the traits.

Regardless of the writing model you currently 
use, these online workshops on how to launch an 
effective writer’s workshop provide participants 
with a powerful framework of lessons that can 
help kick-start your writing year. 

While the goal of both Writer’s Workshops is the 
same, the content is differentiated for teachers 
from grades K-2 and grades 3-12. 

Based on the online workshop chosen, 
participants receive a free digital copy of the book 
Launching the Writer’s Workshop: Grades K-2  or 
Launching the Writer’s Workshop: Grades 3-12, by 
Kristina Smekens. The book then serves as the 
handout for the online workshop. 

After you’ve devised a plan to launch your writer’s 
workshop, the next step is to look ahead toward the 
rest of the year. This online workshop is designed 
to guide K-12 teachers through the planning of a 
yearlong writing curriculum. 

The video content for each of these online 
workshops is exactly the same. However, when you 
enroll in the workshop for grades K-2, you receive a 
complimentary digital copy of Kristina’s best-selling 
book, Launching the Writer’s Workshop, Grades K-2. 

When you enroll in the online workshop for grades 
3-12, the corresponding digital download is 
Launching the Writer’s Workshop, Grades 3-12.

Grades K-12

Grades K-12

Grades K-12
Grades K-2 & Grades 3-12

Online workshops from webAcademy offer on-demand professional learning for 
teachers across the K-12 spectrum. Every webAcademy workshop features five hours of 
video footage captured during live full-day seminars led by Smekens Education literacy 
consultants.

access.SmekensEducation.com




